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There was movement at the Bowls Club
For the word had got around
That our grass, with some regrets, has had its day,
So a meeting was required,
And of course it soon transpired,
To propose the need for more synthetic, and the way - The way In which the dollars might be found.
majority support for this proposal's what they needed,
So the members, they attended
At the club rooms - vision splendid,
It was a most auspicious day,
and the turn-up far exceeded
Their expectations - more than needed,
And the special meeting got right underway.
Seated at the table of this noisy tower of Babel
Were Ronald, John and Carol
A coalition of the willing - It was their turn in the barrel And the case they put was most convincing;
It seems, these days, that carpet's all the go
And the synthetic installed down there on Number Two
Has been a money-maker, untroubled and and unflinching
So the coffers are re-filling
With the help of barefoot bowlers having fun,
To the point where we might soon be able
To replace the hallowed turf on Number One.
They told us that this option must quickly be explored
Because it might not be around forever
An opportunity right now, which shouldn't be ignored,
And this was their primary endeavour.
It seems that Tiger Turf's in favour.
Right now it's synthetic monthly flavour,
Installed and Working well, at The Burra and at Cowes,
Nice to bowl on, so they say,
Maybe even preferable to ours.
But how to find the dough to build
this expensive green replacement;
And while our renovations still go on and on
Our bank balance isn't far above the banker's basement:

"Well, I will tell you how," said Finance - Guru John,
A man of cautious courage, but big on innovation
"We'll have a bit left in the bank,
When we complete the renovation,
And we've received a very gen'rous offer
By a well-heeled benefactor,
A bowling man of substance, a man of cuff and collar,
Who's offered to lend us quite a bit,
Matching what we raise ourselves,
Dollar for precious dollar,
At an even four per-cent, so we're champing at the bit.
But before we can embark on this,
Our latest big adventure,
I must introduce a word which you might not want to hear,
And he whispered it out loud - the D-word,
That's right - Debenture
Some members cringed in abject fear,
And some pretended that they simply hadn't heard.
The motion, it was put, and the members duly voted
Those in favour - Yes
Those against - a simple No;
the votes were counted when collected,
And the result was as expected,
The yes vote was more or less unanimous,
With a lone dissenting voice And that one could have come from someone
With a touch of bowler's animus
Or perhaps a wish for wider choice.
The conveners all looked happy and fulfilled,
And will apply for permits and approvals
Which is all they need for now,
Too early yet to talk of when to build:
The main problem now remaining,
And it hardly needs explaining,
Is how to get that most important but elusive
- two hundred, twenty thou.

An afterthought
They say you can't make omelettes
unless you break some eggs,
And replacing grass with carpet's no exception to this rule
- Ask the men who keep the greens,
Draw the lines and and move the pegs,
Those hardy early risers,
In all ages, shapes and sizes
With their mowers and their sweepers,
Those men who work outdoors, in every kind of weather,
That noble shrinking band of bowling grass greenkeepers.
So, spare a thought for those green-keepers
With their weeders and their rollers,
On grass that sometimes doesn't want to grow,
They've served generations of lawn bowlers,
Out there working on their greens, mostly all alone,
These latter-day outdoors-men that Banjo would relate to,
Just like his old mate Clancy,
Up there droving, along the Overflow.

